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ABSTRACT parallel, a cyclic life-test at 25 mN is
to be undertaken at the UKAEA Culham

This paper reports on the development Laboratory, using a PCCS developed by
status of the Power Conditioning and Marconi Space Systems.
Control System (PCCS) being developed for Development of the PCCS has always
a test flight of the T5 ion thruster. A necessarily lagged behind the development
brief outline of the power and control of the thruster. However, the current
requirements of the thruster is followed advanced status of the T5 thruster has
by a description of how these were intensified the need for a space-flight
provided in the prototype PCCS, built to standard PCCS. This paper starts bybreadboard standard. Problems presented by describing the needs of the T5 ion
the thruster are highlighted and details thruster, followed by an overview of how
of the techniques used to resolve them are these are provided by a breadboard PCCS.
given. This is followed by a description The paper continues to describe the
of the development of the flight packaging problems encountered when packaging the
of the PCCS. An account is given of the PCCS to flight standard. The performance
approach adopted to ensure reliable of the power supply modules is heavily
operation of the PCCS in the face of the
extremities of the PCCSacte enro menthe dependent on their ability to endure
thermastreses if te paice eiro extreme thermal and vibrational stress.thermal stresses in particular. The effectiveness of a thermal modelling

computer aided design (CAD) package is

1. Introduction demonstrated by using it to optimise the
mechanical layout of the PCCS. The paper
also includes a discussion on the

The UK has successfully developed a aldvant es and a discussion on t h e

10 cm diameter Kaufman-type ion thruster a d v a ntages a n d di s a d v a tages of applying
[1]. Designated the T5 ion thruster, it this AD package to space-based power
is the result of considerable effort systems.

expended by a team led by the Royal
Aerospace Establishment, Farnborough (RAE) 2. Requirements of the T5 Ion Thruster
[4]. Its design has been carefully refined
to produce a highly efficient thruster Efficient operation of the T5 Ion
that exhibits stable operation over a wide Thruster requires nine regulated power
range of thrust. Changes have been supplies and three flow controllers which
introduced to allow operation with xenon must be sequenced in a precise order. The
gas rather than mercury. Spacecraft function of the PCCS can thus be
compatibility is therefore enhanced by summarised as follows :-
eliminating the possibility of
condensation of a chemically reactive (i) To provide suitable power supplies
propellant onto spacecraft surfaces. to the thruster.
Furthermore, it has undergone vibration (ii) To start-up, shut-down, throttle,
and life tests and is approaching flight and maintain steady-state operation
demonstration standard. of the thruster.

The Power Conditioning and Control (iii) To accept commands from and send
System (PCCS) described in the paper is diagnostic data to the
designed for a thrust of 10 mN, although telemetry subsystem.
the thruster can operate at up to 70 mN.
The T5 and the PCCS, together with the The power supply modules are
associated tankage, valves, flow connected to the thruster as shown in
controllers, and pipework, are designated figure 1. Here it can be seen that the
the UK-10 ion thruster system. A outputs of some of the power modules are
breadboard PCCS has been constructed and referenced to thruster potential
following integration with the thruster it (approximately 900 volts and provided by
will be used in an extended cyclic life the beam module). Such a high voltage
test of the UK-10 system at the RAE. In level is detrimental to the reliability of

) Controller, Her Majesty's Stationary Office London 1988.
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KEEPE A E LENOID . e supply volage +940 V
KEEPE AOOE SOLENO. current 210
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S -ANOE MF ASSY GRID" 4. Magnet current 0.3 A
SRAM . SCREEN 5. Anode voltage 45 V
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STOP a -BEAM 2 (b) operating 14 V
SBEAM 3 LATORE 8. Discharge keeper current 0.4 A

-EAM 3 NU LNEUT.
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-ACCEL -a e10. Acel grid current 0.5 A

N BIAS 11. Bollow cathode heater current 0-3.0 A
-- 12. Rollow cathode heater voltage 8.2 V rs

SFC NEUT. 13. Neutraliser cathode heater current 0-3.0 A

REGIS- N HC H KEEPER 14. Neutraliser cathode heater voltage 8.2 V rs
TERS _15. Neucraliser keeper potential

N 
K

EE- (a) starting 600 V
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THRUSTAR T HrA 16. Neutraliser keeper current 0.4 A

STHRUSTAS N EALIR 1. raliser bias potent 0-50 VSTATUS N 2NEUTRALISER to its efet shud oes:
SIGNALS MF MAIN FLOW 18. Neutraliser bias current 210 mA

FC = FLOW CONTROLLER

Figure 1 PCCS integrated to T5 ion Table 1 : Required output from PCCS power
thruster. modules for thruster operation

at 10 mN.

electronic components and steps should be 3. Control of The T5 Ion Thruster
taken to minimise the number of components
referenced to it. Another hazard is
thruster inter-grid arcing. Although very of t t
rare on the T5 thruster, its occurrence is Th e control of the thruster can be
unpredictable and can cause safe operating separated into four distinct operating
levels of components to be exceeded.
Supplies vulnerable to its effects should moes
have some form of current limiiting. (i up

Information on the power levels and (i) Steady-state
supply characteristics required by the T5 (ii) Throttlein its engineering model form was provided (iv) Throttlwn
by Culham Laboratory, who have extensively
evaluated its performance. Table 1 gives
details of the voltages and currents .1. Start-u
required by various components of the 3 trtup
thruster when operating to produce a
thrust of 10 mN. These parameters were The start-up of the thruster take
optimised using thruster performance approximately five minutes. This delay is

envelopes due mainly to the thermal time constants

utilisationl elfficiencies for different sh e c n neutraliser. To
permutations of power andnc ie o r  d e r e nt minimise consumption of electrical energyp ermutation o p r ad prop e llant  a n d propellant, it is desirable to turn onsupplied to the discharge process in the an poellant it sedeae on
thruster. More specifically, this is done modules or gas valves that are necessary.
by varying, at constant thrust, the Furthermore, to reduce thermal stressing

sgtiae elai and the rac ent the of the thruster, some modules should onlymagnetic field, and the fraction of the be urned up gradually. 1  An optimise
propellant fed into the discharge chamber bentrneup gradully. in oimied
throgh the hollow cathode. These control sequence is shown in figure 2.through the hollow cathode. These This relies on a hot hollow cathode to

threshold voltage and current levels for initiate a discharge in the thruster. The
stable operation of the thruster. To sequence operations are a function of both

maximise thruster efficiency, operating A simplified start-up sequence has
levels are chosen to be as close to the been d veoped as an alternative hat
threshold levels as practical. The safety shown in figure 2. This method is called
margin chosen defines the performance gas pulse striking and does not rely upon
required (and therefore the complexity) the hollow cathode heater to start the
of the power modules. In practice, the ionisation process. Instead, a pulse of
degree of regulation readily achievable gas is released into the thruster through
has dictated the choice of normal the cathode, and breakdown between it andoperating levels (as shown on Table 1) and the nearby keeper electrode causes a surge
of safety margins (10 % has been of current from the keeper power moduleselected). whilst it is in its high voltage mode. The

discharge then transfers immediately to
the anode. This starting technique was
developed recently and demonstrates the
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IAll hetrs off.
Plows to normall

St""" Table 2 : Throttle range data for xenon.
Sc,, o (The total power [Ptot] does

Goo not include power consumed by
magnets, heaters and

s 00 neutraliser)

3* **. or ,,,- 3.3. Throttling
with. ,CrggC CloB m-o

control

",-", '--"Wo The capability to throttle the UK-10
o . system in flight may be desirable for

NMo * certain missions. Although the T5 has a
So nominal design thrust of 10 mN, it can be

Y. n " throttled in the range 3 mN to 70 mN.
t

l
5  Thruster operation at low thrust leads to

No a reduction of efficiency, whereas
operation at high thrust requires a much
greater power consumption. However
throttling over a reduced range, say 8 mN
to 12 mN, is achievable without

Figure 2 : Thruster control sequence, significant penalties and allows greater
including start-up, steady- flexibility in spacecraft manoeuvres. This
state, and stop. may be important on spacecraft where the

centre of gravity is changing and
disturbing torques need to be balanced, or

flexibility obtainable from a on remote sensing satellites where
microprocessor-based controller: the accurate drag compensation is vital.
sequence stored in memory can easily be To allow thrust to be varied the PCCS
modified for start-up by gas pulse controller has to be able to vary the:-
striking. By using a microprocessor-based
controller in the flight version of the (i) current output from the beam,
PCCS, new sequences can be devised and discharge and magnet
tested in flight. modules.

(ii) flow of xenon into the discharge
3.2. Steady-state chamber.

During steady-state operation of the Examples of different thrust
thruster the controller maintains thrust conditions are given in Table 2.
and mass utilisation efficiency at pre-
determined values by adjusting the flow 3.4. Stopping
controllers to the thruster. Accelerator
grid and beam current are monitored to Special sequencing of the power
ensure that the thruster is operating modules has been found to be unneccesary
normally. If these are out of range, in the shut-down of the thruster.
corrective action is taken. This may Therefore all power modules and flow
require switching off the accelerator and controllers are turned off simultaneous.
beam modules or in some cases switching This mode can be initiated in two ways :
off all the supplies. An additional firstly as a result of a direct command,
control loop regulates the operation of and secondly as a result of a thruster
the neutraliser. malfunction detected by the

microprocessor. Examples of the latter are
shown in the sequence flow chart in figure
2.
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3.5. PCCS controller

The thruster modes listed above are ,..
executed by controlling the power applied "
or the propellant supplied to the Pwn -
thruster, or both. This is performed by a
microprocessor-based controller. From a -"'*
short-list of several candidates, the
8086 microprocessor was chosen. A wide iy I ATA

range of support devices, the availability.
of development systems, and plans to space ,I.
qualify and to radiation harden by using wTELEmE is

silicon on sapphire technology were oATA
important factors in selecting this
device. Other devices required include
read only memory (ROM) containing the PCCS Figure 3 : Schematic of PCCS power module.
operating software; read/write memory
(RAM) containing alternative thruster
sequences; input/output ports to control higher power output required from the beam
the power modules; and analogue to digital supply, several modules are connected in
converters to convert the monitored series. The modules are based on the
current and voltage data into a format commonly used forward converter topology
suitable for the telemetry subsystem. operating under constant current or

It is likely that the operational voltage control. Although this is not the
PCCS will be controlled from Earth via the simplest configuration, it does exhibit a
on-board telemetry subsystem. For example, much reduced output ripple voltage. A
the four modes described above can be block diagram of the PCCS modules is shown
initiated as a result of an appropriate in figure 3. The main transformer and
command to the telemetry subsystem. those used in the current and voltage
Another purpose of the telemetry interface monitoring circuitry provide isolation and
is to pass diagnostic data to Earth. The help to minimise the number of components
data includes voltage and current levels referenced to high voltages.
at various points in the PCCS, as well as
thruster status and hazard signals. By 4.1. The drive circuitry
designing the breadboard PCCS to be as
representative as possible of the To describe the operation of the
operational PCCS, then any problem or circuit we will begin at the point where
limitations in the software can be the pulses are produced, the pulse width
detected at an early stage of the test modulator (PWM). The period of the pulse
program. This has resulted in the PCCS is controlled by an external capacitor
being a stand-alone system without any and resistor. The values used result in a
controls. The only means of controlling duty cycle of 0.8. A 36 kHz square wave
and monitoring the PCCS is through its signal provides a trigger. Another two
data network port. In operational use this inputs serve as module enable signals.
would be linked to the spacecraft These are used by an overcurrent
telemetry system, protection mechanism, disabling the

monostable during arcs, and by the PCCS
controller.

The outputs of the PWM are two 18 kHz
pulse trains in antiphase. These are
applied to the power stage. The load
presented to the output transistors is
almost a pure inductor, causing applied

4. Operation of Power Supply Modules voltage and current to be 90 degrees out
4. Oeration of Power u Modules of phase. The consequence of this is the

Although the prototype PCCS is power loss during switch on is extremely
intended for a laboratory environment, low, whereas during switch off the loss is
constraints usually applied to space extremely high. The power stage therefore

subsystems played an important role in incorporates drive circuitry designed to
the design process. The result is a allow a fast switch off and thereforethe design process. The result is a

design that can readily be upgraded to increase efficiency. The negative
flight standard and has the benefits of a potential applied to the base of a
long trial period. transistor sweeps away the stored charge

As mentioned before, the T5 thruster and thus ensures that a fast switch off is

requires nine separate power supplies. achieved.
They output a total of about 300 watts and -
should be highly efficient. This 4.2 The power processing stage
requirement is necessary as power is
limited on the spacecraft and also as it The power transistors thus
eases the problem of thermal control. alternately apply the 50 volts rail to the
Another important feature of the design is two ends of the primary winding in the
the commonalty of the supplies, allowing main transformer. A centre tap on the
rapid conversion to flight standard primary is connected to the50 volts line.
production models. Each module is capable
of supplying up to 50 watts. For the
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Over-current protection is provided
-o.,-,,,,. by two mechanisms. A comparator in the PWM

.., .c'"""" ,- M.**.* detects when the output of the module
. rises above a preset threshold and sends a

PET signal to the two protection mechanisms.
nn The first is to disable the output of the
"'h ""'" " PWM, allowing the discharge current to

i, , .., decay away. The second mechanism is to
i" w.II - ----. open the constant current control loop and
Sto reduce the duty cycle of the pulse

.. , c, . width modulation to 4%. This condition is
'lift., '. ***. allowed to exist for a duration of 2 msec,

Y ."" r.. followed by the restoration of the
-th- - constant current loop . If the cause of

s . the short-circuit remains, the current
*.. rises until the comparator once again

switches. The module thus alternates
between 0 and 4% duty ratio at a rate of 2
kHz until the cause of the over-current is

Figure 4 : Current isolator circuit. removed or the PCCS controller shuts down
the ion thruster.

The output on the secondary winding is
rectified by fast recovery diodes and
smoothed by an output filter. The overall
recorded efficiency of the PCCS is about
88%, with individual high power modules
reaching over 90%. The inductors used in
the filter also limit sudden increases in
current during arcing, thus providing some
over-current protection.

The switching frequency was selected
after studying the variation of losses
with frequency in the power transistors, 5. Mechanical Design of Flight Standard
rectifiers and the main transformer. PCCS
Transistor losses are of three types:
"on", "off", and switching. The latter In preparation for a possible low-

increases with frequency and may become cost flight test of the UK-10 system on a

significant if the switching time is more technology demonstrator satellite [3], an
than about '1% of the cycle time. The investigation of flight packaging
losses in the rectifier follow a similar techniques has started. The objective is

pattern. Transformer losses are due mainly to develop the breadboard PCCS into a
to copper loss and hysteresis loss. The flight standard version without expensive
frequency selected results in the lowest space qualification procedures, yet
total loss. capable of withstanding the stress

encountered in the space environment, and
provide good reliability. As a starting
point a reliability of greater than 95 %

4.3. Output regulation for 2000 hours operation was selected to
be a realistic target.

Stable and efficient operation of the Each of the nine modules processes up
thruster requires the output of the module to 50 watts. With an average efficiency of
to be accurately controlled. Current and 88% this implies that there is as much as
voltage monitors are used to sample the 6 watts dissipated in each module. The
output. Since the output is connected to losses are due mainly to four sources:
the high-voltage rail (typically 600 to transformer, biasing/feedback network,
1000 volts), transformers were used to transistor switching, and finally
provide isolation and to minimise the rectification. For increased reliability
number of components referenced to high- it is essential that components operate at
voltage. Figure 4 shows the current temperatures well within their specified
monitoring circuitry. The output of the operating range. Due to the lack of
module is passed through a low value convective cooling within the space
resistor. The voltage drop is then chopped environment, thermal design of electrical
using a field-effect transistor and systems is crucial. In the mechanical
applied to the isolating transformer. The design of the PCCS, thermal control is
output from the secondary is then fed to a considered as the prime constraint. The
scaling amplifier which generates an cost and complexity introduced by adopting
appropriately mapped signal in the -5 to an active cooling system is prohibitive.
+5 volts range. The voltage monitoring More suitable is a passive system where
circuit operate in a similar manner, but heat is conducted from the printed circuit
is simplified because the sensing resistor board (pcb) to an external spacecraft
is not needed. surface to be radiated into deep space

To obtain current or voltage control, [5]. However, some heating elements to
the duty ratio of the pulse train limit the temperature excursions within
generated from the PWM must be variable, the PCCS are unavoidable when non-
The output is compared to a reference and operation or eclipsed conditions are
an error signal is generated. This signal considered.
alters the duty cycle of the pulse train
accordingly.
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5.1. Constraints on mechanical desiqn in energy flow, the broader will be the
frequency range of the interference

Before thermal optimisation can begin generated. Interference below 30 MHz is
consideration should also be given to mainly conducted whereas above 30 MHz it

other constraints that are likely to is mainly radiated.
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affect the mechanical design of the PCCS. Electromagnetic interference to
As yet details regarding volume and shape other subsystems will be minimised by the
available for the PCCS on board a layout design and shielding within thespacecraft are unknown. A flexible design module and PCCS, by reducing the length of
is therefore adopted. Each power module is wires carrying periodic currents, and by
considered a separate unit. These units employing twisted wires where appropriate.

5.1. Constraints on mechanical design in energy flow, the broader will be the

container, depending on the spacen

Before thermal optimisation can begin generated. Intererence below 30 MHz is
consideration should also be given to mainly conducted whereas above 30 MHz it
other constraints that are likely to is mainly radiated.
affect the mechanical design of the PCCS. Electromagnetic interference to
As yet details regarding volume and shape other subsystems will be minimised by the

available on the spacecraft. For the
latter a frame measuring approximately 5.2. Thermal desicn of PCCS
550mm x 250mm x 150mm, ( figure 5(i) ),will be manufactured in aluminium alloy Exploratory studies have commenced to
with internal webs to provide stiffness, investigate the thermal behaviour of the
screening and support for the individual PCCS modules in vacuum. The discharge
modules. Depending on the spacecraft anode supply will be described here as a
orbit, the PCCS will be exposed to varying representative module. The results of this

doses of trapped electron and proton study indicates the existence of
radiation. This results in atomic undesirable hot spots as well as provide
dislocation is semiconductors, leading to useful information for designing the
the eventual failure of the device. By mechanical layout of a flight packaged
suitable selection of the thickness of the PCCS. To aid development, a printed
PCCS frame the damage can be minimised. circuit board (pcb) heat transfer analyser
The structure is then secured to an for computer aided design (CAD) was
external radiating wall. Each module can utilised. By using the analyser the
be further divided by isolating the low thermal characteristics of a pcb layout
and high voltage/power sections onto design can readily be simulate
separate boards. The two boards are
sandwiched together forming a compact 5.2.1. The heat transfer analyser
unit, as shown in figure 5(ii). A
conceptual layout of the UK-10 system is The system allows a pcb to described
shown on figure 6 (in this design two at two levels ;
thrusters are incorporated). (a) Physical.

Another constraint that affects the Physical definition include:-
physical layout of the components within (i) pcb size and properties.
the PCCS is electromagnetic interference (ii) Component parameters (e.g.,
(EMI). The ion thruster is essentially size, shape, type, power
noiseless throughout its thrust range. dissipation, thermal resistance
Conducted noise at frequencies up to 300 and surface area).
MHz was measured to be always less than (iii) Component placement.
100 mV. Electrical interference is (iv) Heat sink type and properties.
generated mainly from the active
components and transformers in the power (b) Environmental.
inverters. The more abrupt the variation Environmental definition include:-
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(i) Radiation.
(ii) Board boundary conditions. thermal planeFiIre 7 : Simulated

The analyser allows a vast number of temperatures of a PCCS power

variables to be altered and hence provides module. (Top : board isothermal
the means to model a typical board in most distribution. Middle: component
environments. Data input is achieved temperatures)

(C u t s of^ _ ------Labor tory)--I's --1-22----S^

through comprehensive menu and on-screenediting facilities. Two graphical output

formats are available, these are:- (a) Knowledge of requirements of
components.(a) Board isothermal distribution (b) Vibration constraints.

In this case, the board is defined (c) Routing constraints when designing
thermally by various multi-coloured bands, the printed circuit board.
each band covering a range of temperatures (d) Constraints incurred through

as specified within a given bar scale placement of large components.

(b) Component Temperatures To achieve an optimum layout the
The board is defined with components following parameters were varied:-

in place, each component temperature is (a) Component Placement
represented as in (a) above. Initially various components were

found to be too close to each other, hence
5.2.2. Thermal design of a PCCS power providing possible hot spots. By use of

modules the simple editing facility available
within the analyser, the layout was re-

The approach taken to thermally arranged accordingly.
optimise the discharge supply module is to
examine various board layouts and select (b) Thermal Plane Thickness
one that attains an acceptable temperature To conduct heat from the components
distribution (so that component to the radiating surface a thin sheet of
temperatures are well below their aluminium is bonded to the component side
specified maximum operating temperatures). of the pcb before the components are
Thermal design was restricted to the high mounted (7]. The effect of varying the
power board containing the largest heat thickness of this thermal plane was
dissipaters. An initial component layout
derived by considering the following
factors:-
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simulated. Over the thickness range 1mm to omponent vacuum Teat Simulation variation
Temperature Temperature ( I )2.5mm the effect of change upon component (eprtur T (p)atur

temperatures proved negligible. To
minimise the overall mass of the board, a onitor resistor 34.8 30.8 -
thermal plane thickness of 1mm was voltage data tranaformer 29.2 31.2 6.9
therefore considered appropriate for Smoothng inductor 38.5 32.3 -16.1

Rectifying diode 44.8 31.8 -29.0
further analysis and experimentation. Main transformer 33.4 31.6 -5.3

Power transistor 1 32.7 31.7 -3.0
Power transistor 2 31.3 31.5 0.6(c) Boundary Temperatures Current data transformer 29.0 28.4 -2.1

Throughout much of the thermal
analysis, a board boundary temperature of
10 C was assumed. In reality this Table 3 : Comparison between simulated and
condition will vary according to the vacuum tested component temperatures.
attitude of the radiating plate in space
[6], hence the boundary temperature was
also simulated over the temperature range analyser, namely the power dissipation of
10 C to 50 C. semiconductors. This is difficult to

In addition to varying the above calculate and furthermore rises with
parameters, attempts were made at temperature. Another reason is the awkward
restricting heat flow from the main heat shape of the diodes which makes it
sources to the remaining components by difficult to establish good thermal
introducing slots within the thermal plane contact with the thermal plane. However,
which would interrupt the flow of heat the thermal analyser does establish a
from the problem components. Such temperature trend which can be readily
modifications considerably increased the related to the experimental results.
heat source temperature and had an adverse Overall, the analyser provides an
effect on power transistors, increasing effective means of initial thermal layout
the risk of thermal runaway. Consequently, optimisation provided that a worst case
the technique of restricting heat flow was power dissipation of semiconductor
abandoned. components is assumed.

The thermal characteristics of the Having validated the simulations, the
final design are shown on figures 7 and 8. analyser can now be used to model various
These represent the temperature fault conditions and thus assess the
distribution across the thermal plane and safety margins provided by the design
components, respectively. When considering chosen. Such conditions may be too
normal operating conditions (e.g. board expensive or impractical to create in a
boundary temperatures of 10 C ), and laboratory, but using the analyser
assuming good thermal contact exists simulations carried out readily.
between the component and thermal plane Conditions currently being investigated
the maximum simulated component case include the thermal effects of degradation
temperature is 17.1 C, however, junction in efficiency of the power modules, and
temperatures can increase to 44.7 C. Such also of the partial illumination of the
temperatures are acceptable since they radiating wall by the Sun or the Earth.
fall within the component temperature
specification range of -65 C to +150 C.

Before the thermal design layout
could be transferred to a production pcb, 6. Summary
knowledge was required as to the
susceptibility of components to vibration The UK-10 ion thruster system has
(8]. For this purpose, sinusoidal reached an advanced state of development
excitations over a frequency range of 10 and is awaiting a test flight to
to 2000 Hz at a constant acceleration were demonstrate the viability of this new
applied to a duplicate layout of the technology. In expectation of this, work
thermal design. The tests bore the has started on converting the breadboard
following conclusions: PCCS to flight standard. To maximise

reliability, it is essential that
(a) Additional supports are required for components operate well within their rated

large components, minimum/maximum parameters. In the initial
(b) Encapsulating wound components is design of the PCCS electrical parameters

necessary. were sufficiently derated for laboratory
use. However, in space component operating

The resulting mechanical design was temperatures are much more dependent on
then constructed. To evaluate the the physical structure of the system.
effectiveness of the thermal analyser, the Therefore, to obtain sufficient derating
temperatures measured on a test circuit under operating conditions mechanical
operating within a vacuum were compared to layout of the PCCS is being carefully
a simulation of the same board. The designed.
results of this simulation are shown on Thermal analysis provides reasonable
Table 3. estimates of component operating

These results show that under vacuum temperatures, and thus provides valuable
conditions the thermal analyser can guidance in designing the mechanical
closely simulate the temperatures of non- layout of flight packaged electrical
semiconductor components. However, systems. When used with other CAD/CAE
temperatures of semiconductor devices, systems, such as automatic pcb routing
rectifying diodes in particular, are more systems, it allows layouts to be devised,
difficult to predict. This discrepancy is assessed and altered within hours rather
due to approximations made when estimating than days, providing reduced turnaround
certain input parameters to the thermal time between design and production.
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